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Linear fibrous actuators 
a b s t r a c t 
Inspired by Nature, one of the most ambitious challenge in soft robotics is to design actuators capable of 
reaching performances comparable to the skeletal muscles. Considering the perfectly balanced features of 
natural muscular tissue in terms of linear contraction, force-to-weight ratio, scalability and morphology, 
scientists have been working for many years on mimicking this structure. Focusing on the biomimicry, 
this review investigates the state-of-the-art of synthetic fibrous, muscle-inspired actuators that, aiming 
to enhance their mechanical performances, are hierarchically designed from the nanoscale up to the 
macroscale. In particular, this review focuses on those hierarchical fibrous actuators that enhance their 
biomimicry employing a linear contraction strategy, closely resembling the skeletal muscles actuation 
system. The literature analysis shows that bioinspired artificial muscles, developed up to now, only in 
part comply with skeletal ones. The manipulation and control of the matter at the nanoscale allows to 
realize ordered structures, such as nanofibers, used as elemental actuators characterized by high strains 
but moderate force levels. Moreover, it can be foreseen that scaling up the nanostructured materials into 
micro- and macroscale hierarchical structures, it is possible to realize linear actuators characterized by 
suitable levels of force and displacement. 
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 
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Bioinspiration is getting an increasing attention in the produc-
ion of innovative robotic actuating systems [ 1 , 2 ]. In particular, the
ast decade has seen the outstanding arise of bioinspired structures
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a  this branch of robotics is to design a new generation of compliant
actuators able to mimic the skeletal muscle performances. 
Skeletal muscles properties mainly rely on their hierarchical
structure, composed of fibrous actuators organized in different lev-
els of aggregation. This structure can produce force by the short-
ening of their elementary contractile units, the sarcomeres, making
muscles classifiable as linear actuators. This complex organization
also permits a fine control on the separate activation of their sub-
units, conferring them a high scalability and modularity. This linear
shortening, matched with the skeletal lever system, allows a wide
range of motions with a controllable stiffness, also reducing the
muscle clutter. Considering all these properties and the perfectly
balanced mechanical performances, the skeletal muscle is consid-
ered the best actuator in Nature [4] . 
Aiming to mimic skeletal muscles and the features listed above,
several innovative strategies were investigated to obtain syn-
thetic soft-actuators, such as smart textiles, additive manufactured
devices, shape memory alloys, pneumatic, hydrogel composites,
origami / kirigami structures and many others, revolutionizing the
field of the classic robotics [ 3 , 5–8 ]. Among these, some works tried
to faithfully reproduce the hierarchical morphology of muscles and
their linear actuation, by using scalable and modular fibrous struc-
tures [173] . This approach will be of extreme interest for all those
applications in which a biomimetic load transfer matched with re-
duced weight, clutter and high softness are required, such as in ad-
vanced surgical instrumentations, orthosis, prosthetic devices, ex-
oskeletons and biologically-inspired robots [9–17] . In this review
we purposely focus only on linear actuators with fibrous struc-
ture and nano or micro dimensions, considered eligible to be ar-
ranged in a bioinspired hierarchical fashion, enhancing their force
and strain capabilities with the same strategies chosen by the evo-
lution in the biological skeletal muscles. 
The paper is organized as follows. A brief review of the mor-
phology, mechanical properties and physiology of skeletal muscles
is given in chapter 1. In chapter 2, the most common features
that are required for a muscle-inspired soft-actuator are investi-
gated. The main technologies for nano- and microfibers produc-
tion are presented in chapter 3 along with, in chapter 4, the most
frequently employed materials for artificial muscles production. In
chapter 5, an analysis of the state-of-the-art of muscle-inspired ac-
tuators is presented. Specifically, chapter 5 is divided in four sec-
tions, depending on the hierarchical level of complexity of the ac-
tuator: single fibers, flat mats of fibers, bundles/yarns and finally
coiled and/or plied structures. For each work cited in this chapter,
the structure proposed by authors, the material used, the manufac-
turing process and the principal outcomes are summarized. Finally,
concluding remarks are drawn in chapter 6. 
1.1. Hierarchical morphology of skeletal muscles 
A skeletal muscle is an organ mainly composed of striated mus-
cular tissue. It is the major actuator of human body, providing its
movement capabilities, being composed of contractible cells called
myocytes. A skeletal muscle has three other main functions: to
support the body, to generate heat during contraction, and to pro-
tect bones and organs. It is the only type of muscle tissue classified
as voluntary, whose contraction is regulated by our conscious cere-
bral activity. It is also called striated muscle because it alternates
light and dark bands, which are visible under the optical micro-
scope. Skeletal muscles form about 40% of the entire body weight
and they are made up of water (75%), proteins (20%) and other
substances, such as salts, minerals, fat, and carbohydrates (5%) [18] .
The protein content mainly consists of collagen (Type I, III, IV and
V) for the tissue sheaths [19] , and myosin, actin, titin and nebulin
for the inner parts [18] . It is a composite structure, made by con-
tractile materials and, in minor amount, by blood vessels, nervesnd connective tissue [ 20 , 21 ]. The skeletal muscle shows a hierar-
hical architecture of aligned structures like other connective tis-
ues, such as tendons and ligaments. 
The fundamental building-block of the skeletal muscle is the
arcomere, which is composed of different filamentous proteins,
alled myofilaments ( Fig. 1 A) [22] . Sarcomeres are connected
hrough a plate-shaped region of dense protein material, called
he Z-line. The myofilaments are divided in thick, thin, and elastic
nes. Thin and thick filaments overlap on each other with a pro-
ess called sliding mechanism [22] . This is the mechanism that the
uscle employs to shorten itself and produce a contractile force.
he amount of overlapping depends on the muscle level of con-
raction. Thick filaments are made of about 200 myosin molecules
nd have a diameter of about 16 nm [18] . Thin filaments are
laced on the side of the thick ones and extend from the Z-lines
o the beginning of the H-zone, the region in which no overlaps
ith thick filaments are present. Thin filaments are made of actin
olecules joined together in a helix pattern, with a small amount
f two proteins called tropomyosin and troponin. The elastic fila-
ent is composed of the titin protein and links the thick filaments
o the Z-line. The titin function is to stabilize and confer an elastic
ecovery to the myosin [23] . This overlapping of myofilaments pro-
ides the typical striated appearance to skeletal muscles ( Fig. 1 B).
arcomeres are connected each other both in a parallel and lon-
itudinal way. Thousands to millions of these sarcomeres form an
pper level structure called myofibril ( Fig. 1 B). Myofibrils have a
ean diameter of 1-2 μm. Several myofibrils, parallelly arranged
nd wrapped inside a sheath of connective tissue called endomy-
ium, produce the muscle fiber ( Fig. 1 C). Endomysium is primally
omposed by collagenous fibers (Type I, III, IV, V) [19] . Each muscle
ber has a mean diameter of 10-100 μm with a typical length of
 cm [18] and can be considered the biological structural unit of
keletal muscles, consisting in a single, multinucleated cell called
yocyte. Moreover, the whole size of the muscle is determined
y the number and dimension of its individual muscle fibers [18] .
he cell membrane of these fibers is named sarcolemma and sur-
ounds its cytoplasm or sarcoplasm. Excluding their water con-
ent, muscle fibers are mainly (80%) composed of proteins (clas-
ified by specific function such as contractile, regulatory, and cy-
oskeletal ones) and sarcoplasm (8%) [18] . Being a cell, the muscle
ber is irrorated by capillaries and connected with nerves through
euromuscular junctions. Inside and around the muscle fiber a
embrane-bound structure, the sarcoplasmic reticulum, is found
24] . Its main function is to store calcium ions (Ca 2 + ) which are
ssential for contraction. Sarcoplasmic reticulum presents also en-
arged areas named terminal cisternae, that surround introflexions
f the cellular membranes (i.e. T-tubules) inside the fiber. Bundles
f muscle fibers form a muscle fascicle ( Fig. 1 D). This structure is
urrounded by another connective tissue sheath, the perimysium,
omposed of Type I, III and V collagen fibers [19] . Groups of fas-
icles, bundled together, generate the whole muscle belly ( Fig. 1 E).
he whole muscle is coated by a layer of dense, irregular connec-
ive tissue sheath named epimysium. This membrane is primally
ade of large collagen filaments (Type I and III). The terminal side
f the muscle progressively changes composition, increasing the
ollagen amount and decreasing the cellular part, becoming a ten-
on that connects the muscle to a bone [25] . 
.2. Skeletal muscles mechanical properties and contraction 
echanism 
The mechanical properties of skeletal muscles can be divided in
wo categories: the passive ones, which depend only on the tissue
echanical response while stretched; and the active ones, which
re derived from the activation of the contractile elements. The in-
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical structure of skeletal muscle. A) Sarcomere morphology and sliding mechanism (Scalebar 0.5 nm): Actin (red), Myosin (blue) and Titin (yellow) filaments 
are shown in the relaxed state (I) and during the contraction (II). The jagged sides represent the Z-lines. The central space without actin filaments is the H zone. B) 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) image of myofibrils (scalebar = 1 nm. Reproduced under CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication. Author: Louisa Howard). 
C) Phase Contrast Microscope (PCM) image of skeletal muscle fibers. Dark violet elliptical elements are the myocytes nuclei (scalebar = 50 μm. Reproduced under CC0 
1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication. Author: Berkshire Community College). D) Histological image of a fascicle cross-section. Larger white bands are the perimysium 
membranes. Circular structures are the muscle fibers, while the darker violet dots are the myocytes nuclei (scalebar = 100 μm. Reproduced under Attribution-ShareAlike 
3.0 Unported. Author: Ganimedes). E) Histological image of a portion of muscle cross-section. In the upper part, the epimysium membrane is visible (scalebar = 0.5 mm. 
































































t  ernal biological structures that provide those properties are not
lways anatomically distinct [26] . 
Passive properties are often obtained imposing an artificial
tretch to the muscle, avoiding the activation of the contractile
lements. Due to the high variability of muscle tissue, caused by
he differences between the species tested and the intra-species
ariability, the mechanical properties reported in literature vary
idely. Furthermore, there are not conventional techniques to test
he passive mechanical properties of these tissues, and this causes
dditional variability [27] . The passive properties of the muscle
elly depend on the intramuscular connective tissues (epimysium,
erimysium, endomysium) [22] . However, recent evidences suggest
hat muscle cells are also responsible for their passive mechanical
roperties [ 26 , 28 ]. Moreover, the titin, the most abundant compo-
ent of elastic filaments, is nowadays considered the structure that
ainly bears the passive stress inside a muscle [ 20 , 23 , 27 , 29 ]. The
wo main passive mechanical features of a skeletal muscle are: 
i) Extensibility: the muscles ability to be macroscopically
stretched until a certain limit without being damaged [22] . 
ii) Elasticity: the muscles ability to recover the initial shape and
length after being stretched [22] . 
The most practical way to compare values from different types
f muscles is to normalize their produced force to their cross-
ectional area. This index is known as specific stress [30] . When an
solated muscle is stretched in vitro at different strains, the stress
esponse can be plotted in a passive stress–strain curve, that ex-
ibits the typical non-linear behaviour of soft connective tissues
Fig. 2A) caused by the progressive alignment of the fibers [ 31 , 32 ].
fter a toe-region, the muscle starts to develop stress linearly (i.e.
inear region) ( Table 1 ) [ 23 , 26 , 27 ]. The slope of this curve region
etermines the module of elasticity of the muscle. The relaxed
uscle shows also a time dependent viscoelastic behaviour [ 31 , 33 ].
iscoelasticity is due to the mechanical properties of intracellu-
ar and extracellular proteins, like collagen. When stretched andeld at constant length, the stress decreases over time to a plateau
stress relaxation) [26] . Otherwise, if stretched at constant stress
ver time, the muscle lengthens to a new value (creep). Muscles
lso show different stress-strain curves if stretched and relaxed re-
eatedly [26] . 
The active mechanical properties of the skeletal muscle depend
n its contractile behaviour. The two principal active properties of
keletal muscles are: 
i) Excitability: the muscles ability to respond to a chemical stim-
ulus, delivered by the release of a neurotransmitter by a nerve
or a hormone, generating an action potential [22] . 
ii) Contractility: the muscles ability to generate a force and to pro-
duce a work by shortening. Muscles contract in response to one
or more action potentials [22] . 
Being an actuator, the most important attribute of a muscle is
he force that it can generate. The major determinant of the maxi-
um potential force is the muscle size [47] . Human skeletal mus-
les show maximum active stress values in the range of 60-200
Pa [ 30 , 47 ]. These stresses are normally achieved during an iso-
etric contraction, that occurs when the muscle generate force
ithout changing its length. An important information about the
uscle contraction is the relationship between the active stress
nd the sarcomere length ( Fig. 2 B) [22] . The skeletal muscle ex-
rts stress when myosin (from thick filaments) connects to actin
from thin filaments) through cross-bridges. The muscle develops
ts maximum force when there is an optimal overlap between thin
nd thick filaments. When sarcomere length is about 2.2 μm (op-
imal length in humans, Lo) the force it can provide is maximum
 22 , 27 ]. Further stretching the muscle results in a decrease of the
ontraction force and, when the sarcomere reaches about 175% of
ts optimal length, no force can be developed. The exerted stress
s expressed as percentage of maximum active stress, achievable
uring a tetanic contraction. Muscle stress increases along with
he stimulus frequency, until reaching a plateau that corresponds
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Fig. 2. Passive and active mechanical behaviours of skeletal muscles. A) Typical passive stress-strain curve. B) Typical sarcomere active stress (expressed as a percentage 
of the maximum) compared to the sarcomere length (expressed as a percentage of its optimal length). The active stress is maximum in correspondence of the sarcomere 
optimal length Lo. The pictures show the different levels of sarcomere overlap. C) Total stress-length behaviour during a contraction. Length is normalized by the resting 
length (R L ) of the muscle. The total curve (Tot) is the composition of the active curve (Act) and the passive one (Pas). The active curve finds its maximum in correspondence 
of the optimal length of the sarcomere (R L ) . D) Typical force (expressed as a percentage of the maximum) compared to the speed of contraction (normalized by the optimal 
length of the sarcomere). 
Table 1 
Typical ranges of animal skeletal muscle passive mechanical properties. 
Elastic Modulus [kPa] Failure Strain [%] Failure Stress [kPa] 
Myofibril 25-40 [ 34 , 35 ] 30-60 [36–38] - 
Fiber 20-100 [ 23 , 39–41 ] 30-60 [36–38] 430-1973 [42] 













































to the maximum tetanic force [27] . The combination between the
passive and the active mechanical properties generates the total
stress-length relationship ( Fig. 2 C) [48] . 
Skeletal muscles are also able to regulate the force to be ad-
equate to the load that they bear during the shortening. More-
over, a force-velocity relationship can describe the limits to muscle
speed and force output [32] : for fast movements, the force pro-
duced by the contractile system is low, and vice versa ( Fig. 2 D)
[ 49 , 50 ]. 
Skeletal muscles produce work only by contraction, reducing
or holding the joint angle between the two bones to which they
are connected through connective tissues (usually tendons). Being
only able to contract, skeletal muscles usually work in pairs at the
opposite side of a joint (in an antagonist setting) [2] . Each mo-
tor signal, originating into the motor neurons in the central ner-
vous system, stimulates up to 10 0 0 muscle fibers. The combina-
tion between a motor neuron and its connected fibers is called
motor unit [24] . When the action potential has reached the axon
terminal of the motor neuron, it promotes the release of chem-
ical neurotransmitters at the neuromuscular junction. This com-
plex is called synapsis [51] . When the neurotransmitter reaches the
receptors located on the muscle side, they bind together causing
the opening of sodium ions channels (Na + ). The related change inhe fibers resting membrane potential triggers an electrochemical
epolarization (i.e. action potential) that travels through the sar-
olemma. The action potential passes into the muscle cell through
-tubules of the sarcoplasmic reticulum that stores calcium ions
Ca 2 + ). Then, voltage-gated channels located in T-tubules open, al-
owing an inward current of Ca 2 + . This current further opens other
hannels, releasing a large amount of Ca 2 + from sarcoplasmic retic-
lum cisternae. The Ca 2 + high concentration removes the protein
ropomyosin that inhibits the linking between the thin and the
hick filaments. This process starts the filaments to slide one on
ach other, shorting the sarcomere [22] . The muscle contraction
lso requires energy for the sliding, obtained with the hydrolysis
f the organic complex adenosine triphosphate (ATP), that binds
o the myosin heads. The sarcomere shortening draws the Z-discs
loser to each other, leaving the length of the filaments unchanged.
hen the contraction reaches the peak value, the sarcomere can
ecrease its length to a half. The relaxation occurs when the motor
euron stops to stimulate the fibers. The neurotransmitter is bro-
en down and the muscular action potential is not generated any-
ore on the sarcolemma. Cell membrane ion transporters, called
a 2 + pumps, rapidly remove calcium and restore the original con-
entration, leaving tropomyosin able to bind again and inhibit the
liding. 





























































































































t  The fibers contraction is an all-or-none activation [22] . When
he fibers are reached by the action potential, they contract to their
ullest extent. Muscles can perform graded contractions, with vari-
ble force, regulating the number of contracted fibers and their fre-
uency of stimulation by the motor neurons. Relaxed skeletal mus-
les always present a few fibers in the contracted state to maintain
he muscle firmness, which is named tone. If a skeletal muscle is
verstimulated, it will rapidly lose strength. For this reason, during
 contraction, not all fibers work. The pattern of firing of motor
eurons changes, maintaining the contraction for longer periods
y alternating the fibers involved. This prevents muscular fatigue
t best, and it is also used to produce smooth movements instead
f jerks [48] . 
Considering this, it is clear how the evolution aimed to enhance
spects like force, contraction ratio, activation control and fatigue
esistance by exploiting the superposition concept in its hierarchi-
al fibrous structures. Working in parallel, myofibrils, fibers and
ascicles scale up the force output of the muscle, while sarcomeres,
erially arranged, enhance the shortening during contraction. 
. Requirements for a muscle-inspired soft-actuator 
The contractile mechanism and the hierarchical structure of
keletal muscles are drawing an increasing attention in the robotic
esearch field, especially in the production of actuators. 
A robotic actuator is defined as a device capable to transform
nergy, coming from any physical domain, to a motion by applying
echanical forces on a robotic joint, an object, or on the surround-
ng environment [52] . Nowadays, the actuation systems mainly
ely on combustion, electric motors, or pneumatic/hydraulic. These
echnologies are well established and had been refined since their
arly discoveries around the middle of XIX century. However, to
ate, an established technology with properties similar to the
keletal muscle is still missing. This paragraph will focus on the
rocess that brought researchers to investigate a new generation
f artificial soft-actuators, trying to mimic the biological structure
nd the linear actuation system of skeletal muscles. 
Actually, muscles do not overcome artificial actuators in any as-
ect [53] . For instance, both combustion and electric motors have
igher specific power [54] . It is for their incredibly well balanced
erformance and features, and not for any single dominating char-
cteristic, that muscles are considered the best existing actuator
4] . Force, for example, can be finely tuned with the recruitment
echanism, optimizing energy consumption, and refining move-
ents. Muscles have also the ability to change their stiffness [53] .
hey convert chemical energy to mechanical one “combusting” ATP
olecules, obtaining a fuel energy density up to two order of mag-
itude higher than artificial batteries [53] . Moreover, thanks to
he hierarchical structure, skeletal muscles amplify the microscopic
ovements of the actin-myosin complex, obtaining macroscopic
isplacements [55] . 
Today, most of artificial actuator technologies are hard, non-
ompliant, heavy and noisy [52] . They have the advantage of being
sually precise, fast and powerful when used in their specific ap-
lication domain, but lack of adaptability when the environment of
peration is not well known [56] . They, therefore, require complex
ransmission systems to be usable in non-repetitive tasks. 
Nevertheless, in the last years, Nature has become more and
ore a source of inspiration for robotics and machines in general.
oftness, compliance, and reduced complexity are key features of-
en exploited in living beings. These features are also chased by
obotic research to produce actuators capable to be used into un-
nown environments, overcoming the current drawbacks of classi-
al ones [ 2 , 3 ]. This research culminated in the birth of a new class
f systems, currently growing, referred as soft robots [57] . For the
urpose of soft robotics application, a variety of emerging actu-tor technologies had been exploited [ 58 , 59 ]. Soft-actuators and,
ore specifically, artificial muscles, share some common generic
equirements. Adequate stress and strain values should be exhib-
ted to be of practical use. The strain rate (i.e. the average change
n strain per unit time during an actuator stroke) should be suf-
cient to ensure a rapid responsiveness [53] . Other key-figures of
erit are considered to evaluate artificial muscles, like the work
ensity (i.e. the amount of work generated in an actuator cycle
ormalized by its volume), the specific power (i.e. the power out-
ut per unit mass) and the efficiency [53] . High reversibility and
ontrollability would be also suitable [60] , along with durability. 
To satisfy these requirements with desired performances, many
ffort s have been made researching the employed materials. How-
ver, learning from Nature, it is clear how the geometrical and
orphological structure of these materials is also fundamental
hen designing an artificial muscle. Working in the nanoscale
t is possible to assemble nano-actuators and to scale up forces
nd contraction, mimicking the same approach of biological mus-
les [61] . Moreover, since most of researched actuators activation
echanisms rely on the inward electrolyte or heat perfusion, their
ower output tends to increase at smaller dimension due to faster
ass, electronic and heat transport, or higher surface area to vol-
me ratio. This is the choice “made” by the evolution for biologi-
al muscles and for this reason, solutions involving small-diameter
ctuating fibers had been proposed [ 62 , 63 ]. This approach is of-
en limited by the laborious fabrication and sometimes by lacks in
echnology. 
Another advantage brought by the mimicking of muscles could
e the fine tuning of actuation force and stroke, in a similar way of
he recruitment phenomenon. This mechanism is currently being
nvestigated, through the exploiting of many textile architectures
btained using knitting, weaving, and braiding techniques [62] . For
bvious morphological similarities, aligned fibers-structured artifi-
ial muscles would be favourable. High surface-to-volume ratios,
long with high degree of porosity brought by the nano- or micro-
etric size gaps of fibrous hierarchical structures, could enhance
heir actuation performance and response [ 60 , 63 , 64 ]. 
To date, an unsolved topic in the soft robotics field is to real-
ze flexible actuators capable to develop high forces, performances,
nd functionality by mimicking the hierarchical morphology of
keletal muscles in the animal body. These kinds of actuators are
pecially needed for assistive and rehabilitation devices that must
afely physically interact with human beings [65] , for example ar-
ificial limbs, prosthetic devices, exoskeletons, or even surgical in-
truments [ 3 , 66 ]. 
. Technologies for nano- and microfibers production 
In order to achieve fibrous hierarchically structured actuators,
ew manufacturing processes were chosen by researchers, which
ill be overviewed in this Section. 
.1. Spinning 
Spinning is a manufacturing process involved in the production
f polymer fibers. The three major techniques (melt spinning, dry
pinning and wet spinning) are used for the production of most
f commercial synthetic fibers, usually with a diameter in the mi-
rometric or millimetric scale [67] . In order to produce fibers with
iameters in the nanoscale, electrospinning or near-field electro-
pinning are usually employed. 
.1.1. Melt spinning (Extrusion) 
The melt spinning is a widely used and well-established process
n the manufactory industry ( Fig. 3 A). A bulk material is pushed
hrough a die, creating objects with fixed cross-sectional profile.
6 C. Gotti, A. Sensini and A. Zucchelli et al. / Applied Materials Today 20 (2020) 100772 
Fig. 3. Typical manufacturing processes employed in the production of microfibers and nanofibers: A) polymer melt spinning; B) electrospinning (the inset shows the Taylor 



































































s  The end-plate die determines the shape of the extruded material.
When polymers are extruded, the raw material is stored into a
hopper in the form of pellet and conveyed through a feeding screw
to the die. During this process, the material is also heated with
a controlled temperature. Extra-heat results also from the intense
pressure and friction taking place between the screw, the mate-
rial and the barrel. The continuous polymeric filament produced is
then cooled by air or liquid [68] . Melt spinning process outcome
depends on several parameters such as the polymer viscosity with
its variations (due to shear stress and temperature), and its elastic-
ity. Process parameters that should be monitored, are [68] : 
i) Barrel temperature: it is usually chosen equal to the glass tran-
sition or the melting temperature of the polymer. 
ii) Feed rate: it should be constant and linked to the screw speed.
These two parameters are critical to obtain a homogeneous in-
fill of the extrusion. 
ii) Motor load and melt pressure: these parameters also depend
on the feed rate and the screw speed, along with the molecular
weight of the polymer. 
Like in the microfabrication, the micro-scale melt spinning fol-
lows the same process [69] . Fishing line, for example, is usually
made with an extruded polymer that had been melted, before be-
ing forced through a micro-scale hole. 
3.1.2. Dry spinning 
This methodology is employed for those polymers that need to
be dissolved in a solvent, due to their thermal degradation temper-
ature lower than the melting one. In the dry spinning, a volatile
solvent is first used to dissolve the polymer into a solution. This
solution is then purified by a filter and pushed through a spinneret
into a warm air chamber to force the solvent evaporation. The
polymer then solidifies into a thin filament that is wound around
drums. The key variables of the dry spinning are the heat transfer,
the mass transfer and the filament stress [67] . Common dry spun
fibers include acrylics, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and polyvinyl alco-
hol (PVA). 
3.1.3. Wet spinning 
This methodology is used, like dry spinning, for polymers that
need to be dissolved to be spun. The solution is extruded through
a spinneret directly into a chemical liquid bath. This causes theber precipitation and solidification. The solvent is then removed,
nd the filament is wound around a drum. The rate of extrusion is
rucial to avoid micro-void formation into the fiber. Common wet
pun fibers include acrylics, rayon, spandex, lyocell [70] . 
.1.4. Electrospinning 
The electrospinning process was developed in the early twenti-
th century [71] but, only in the last three decades, it has drawn
ncreasing attention due to the exponential development of nan-
technologies [72] . This technique has proved to produce size-
uneable fibers in the nano- or micrometric scale and is widely
mployed to mimic the morphology of many biological tissues,
uch as tendons, ligaments, and muscles in the tissue engineering
eld [72–78] . 
The process is based on the stretching of a polymeric solution
hrough a high electrostatic field ( Fig. 3 B). The system consists of
 syringe with a thin metallic needle, loaded with the polymeric
olution, a syringe pump to control the flow rate, and a metallic
ollector positioned at a certain distance. The needle is linked to
he positive terminal of a direct current (DC) power supply, while
he collector is grounded. The voltage applied is of several kilovolts
5–30 kV) [79] . This produce a high electrostatic field between the
eedle and the collector. Then, the solution droplet flowing out of
he needle is stretched by the electrostatic field to form a conical
hape, called Taylor cone ( Fig. 3 B). A jet stream emanates from the
one apex, firstly with straight trajectory, then with a whipping
ovement towards the collector. This motion induces the poly-
eric chains to stretch and the stream to shrink. This elongation,
long with the evaporation of the solvent, produce a continuous
ber with a tuneable diameter from the nano to the macro scale
80–82] . The outcome of the electrospinning process depends on
hree families of parameters [ 72 , 80 ]: 
- Solution parameters: the polymer(s) and the solvent(s) chosen,
their concentration, conductivity, and viscosity [83] . 
- Process parameters: the applied electrostatic field, the needle–
collector distance, the collector shape, the collector rotational
speed, the flow rate and the needle diameter [84] . 
- Environmental parameters: the relative humidity and the tem-
perature. 
Tuning these parameters, different fiber morphologies, cross-
ectional areas and porosities are attainable. By changing the shape



























































































































t  f the collector, it is also possible to introduce a preferential align-
ent of the fibers [71] , reproducing the parallel arrangement of
he skeletal muscle ones. This allowed to produce scaffolds (even
esorbable) for muscle regeneration, able to guide the growth of
ifferent tissue cells [85–88] . For all these reasons, electrospinning
s one of the most promising techniques also employed in the de-
elopment of bioinspired muscle-like actuators. 
.1.5. Near field electrospinning 
The near field electrospinning (NFES) is a spinning process
here solid nanofibers are deposited in a direct, continuous and
ontrollable way ( Fig. 3 C) [89] . “Near field” means that the process
ims to deposit the nanofiber on the collector when it is still in
he stable liquid jet zone. Conversely to the classic electrospinning,
he whipping zone is absent. The typical tip–collector distance is
n the range 0.5–3 mm [89] . Because of such a close distance, the
equired electrostatic voltage is reduced [90] , maintaining anyway
he typical value of the electrical field in the region (about 10 7 
/m) [89] . With this process single, thin (even less than 100 nm
iameter) and several centimetres long nanofibers can be obtained
 90 , 91 ]. The fibers are deposited in a similar way of the 3D printing
nd moving the collector with adequate speed allows to draw the
bers in a controllable manner [92] . The morphology of the fibers
an be tuned changing the solution concentration, the electrode-
ollector distance, the applied voltage, the tip diameter, the size of
he droplet [ 89 , 90 , 92 ]. The environmental parameters are the same
f the conventional electrospinning listed above. 
.2. Chemical vapour deposition 
The chemical vapour deposition (CVD) is a synthesis technique
sed to obtain a solid support from a molecular precursor ( Fig. 3 D).
t consists in the thermal decomposition of a hydrocarbon vapor in
resence of a metal catalyst. It is the most employed methodology
o produce carbon nanotubes (CNTs), that are carbon-based nanos-
ructured tubular elements. Since mid-twentieth century, CVD is
n established method for microfibers production and in 1952 re-
earchers obtained 50-100 nm diameter CNTs. The CVD for CNTs
anufacturing consists in a hydrocarbon vapor flowing through a
ylindrical reactor, in which a metal catalyst is present. The cat-
lyst, heated at a proper temperature (60 0-120 0 °C), decomposes
he hydrocarbon from the vapor into carbon and hydrogen species.
ydrogen flies away and carbon gets dissolved into the metal [93] .
nce the solubility threshold of the carbon in the metal is reached,
t precipitates and crystallizes in a network-shaped structure ener-
etically stable, the CNT. Upon cooling the system, the CNTs are
ollected. However, the CNT growth mechanism is still not well
nown [93] . The CVD is widely used because of its reasonable pro-
essing cost, high production yield, the ability to control the crystal
tructure and the deposition rate [94] . Many parameters can be set
o tune the CNTs structure: the hydrocarbon type, the catalyst, the
emperature, the pressure, the gas-flow rate, the deposition time
nd the reactor geometry [93] . 
. Materials employed in muscle-inspired fibers production 
In order to produce fibrous actuators, different materials with
pecific peculiarities had been used. A class of materials frequently
mployed is represented by conjugated polymers: organic semi-
onductors characterized by single or double bonds alternated
long the polymeric backbone [59] . This configuration confers
hem electrical conductivity: once an anion approaches the chain,
t forces the polymer to reconfigure itself, sliding its double bonds
long the chain. This creates a flux of electrons and, consequently,
n electronic current. Applying a potential to the polymer ends, a
olumetric change occurs, a phenomenon mainly caused by massransport. The applied potential creates a charge mismatch, bal-
nced by the entrance of anions or cations (often solvated) into
he interstices of the polymeric chain. The polymer thus con-
racts or expands by changing its volume. Polyaniline, polyacry-
onitrile, polypyrrole and poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) belong 
o this class. These materials can be used both as electro-active
oating and to produce fibers themselves. 
Carbon is also frequently used. Specifically, CNTs are a class
f allotropes of carbon with cylindrical nanostructure. They have
ppealing properties like low density, high tensile strength, high
onductors of electricity and/or heat. CNTs are often obtained in
orm of multi walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT), consisting in
everal concentric graphene tubes [95] . They can be grouped in
arns and twisted to make spring-shaped structures able to con-
ract axially and to rotate in response of various kind of stimuli
96–98] . 
The same principle is shared with some non-conductive poly-
ers or natural fibers that, when over-twisted, rely on their
nisotropic thermal expansion coefficients to produce actuation
98] . Other passive fibers, like silk, can be used as bulk materials to
roduce nanofibers. These fibers are often responsive to humidity
hanges, making them suitable for soft-actuators production [99] .
ther materials, usually conjugated polymers, are frequently used
s coating on the fibers, to achieve a response to the stimuli [100] .
ecently, molecular motors (MM) had been developed starting di-
ectly with the artificial assembly of a molecule capable to change
ts length in response to a stimulus [101–105] ( Tables 2 and 3 ). 
. Analysis of state-of-the-art of muscle-inspired actuators 
In this Section, the state-of-the-art of muscle-inspired actuators
s analysed. Specifically, the literature will be classified consider-
ng the hierarchical level reached and tested, i.e. single fibers, flat
ats, bundles, yarns, coiled and/or plied structures ( Table 4 ). 
.1. Single fiber actuators 
Up to now, only a few works involved actuators made of in-
ividual fibers. In [113] , hydrogel nanofibers had been produced
hrough the electrospinning technique. The main aim of the work
as to investigate the actuation performance of a single hydro-
el nanofiber made of PAA. The atomic force microscope (AFM)
as used to measure forces in the nanonewton scale [131] . The
AA nanofibers were directly electrospun across two parallel 40
m thick bars of a transmission electron microscopy (TEM) stub,
0 μm spaced from each other ( Fig. 4 ). 
After an ultra-violet light (UV) crosslinking the fiber was me-
hanically tested hooking the AFM cantilever tip transversely to its
xial direction. In a first test, the nanofibers were deposited slack
cross the bars ( Fig. 4 AI) and later activated by pH variations of
he bathing solution. Moving from pH 8 to 3, a swelling of the
anofiber was observed, with a consequent axial contraction (re-
ponse time = 1-4 s) until its complete stretching between the
ars ( Fig. 4 AII). In a second test, the nanofibers were pre-stretched
ith a constant strain by the cantilever tip movement. With a se-
ies of tip oscillation and pH variations, the nanofibers mechanical
roperties were determined: a 20–24% axial strain was reported
uring the free stroke in the first test, while during the second one
comparable to an isometric contraction) an elastic modulus of 8.5
Pa (pH = 3) and of 5.1 MPa (pH = 8) was determined. The contrac-
ile force was 0.5 μN, corresponding to a mean stress of 230 kPa,
omparable to skeletal muscles [ 30 , 47 ]. 
In [132] , the NFES technique had been used to produce PVDF
bers (diameter = 2.6 μm, length = 500 μm) studying their in-
ividual actuation ( Fig. 4 B). The PVDF fibers were spun across
wo aluminium contact pads suspended over an insulating glass
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Table 2 
Materials used to produce muscle-inspired actuators 
Acronym Extended Name Manufacturing technique References 
PANi Polyaniline Electrospinning [ 4 , 61 , 106 ] 
PAN Polyacrylonitrile Electrospinning [ 107 , 108 ] 
CNT Carbon Nanotube Chemical Vapour Deposition [ 12 , 14 , 60 , 109 ] 
PPy Polypyrrole Coating [ 65 , 100 ] 
PEDOT Poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) Coating [ 65 , 100 , 110 ] 
PES Polyester - [65] 
- Nylon 6.6 Dry / wet / Melt spinning [111] 
- Silk Electrospinning [100] 
Natural harvesting 
PVDF Polyvinylidene fluoride Electrospinning [112] 
MM Molecular Motors Solvent Casting [105] 
PAA Polyacrylic acid Electrospinning [113] 
- Cellulose Electrospinning [ 106 , 112 , 114 ] 
PET Polyethylene Melt Spinning [ 10 , 115 , 116 ] 
PU Polyurethane Electrospinning [61] 
ZrO 2 Zirconia Electrospinning [117] 
- Spandex Melt Spinning [118] 
UHMWPE Ultra-molecular weight polyethylene Melt Spinning [116] 
GO Graphene Oxide Wet spinning [119] 
Nb Niobium Etching [9] 
PEVA Poly(ethylene-co-vinyl-acetate) Melt Spinning [120] 
- Wool Natural harvesting [121] 
- Cotton Natural harvesting [121] 
- Flax Natural harvesting [121] 
- Cotton Natural harvesting [122] 
- Viscose Melt Spinning [123] 
Table 3 
Coating, electrolytes, and additives used to enhance muscle-inspired actuators contraction 
Acronym Extended Name Usage References 
PANi Polyaniline Coating / Particles inclusion [ 4 , 61 , 106 ] 
PPy Polypyrrole Coating [ 61 , 100 , 124 ] 
MWCNT Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes sheet Coating [111] 
PEDOT Poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene) Coating [ 65 , 100 ] 
- Graphene Coating [125] 
Pt Platinum Coating [126] 
Ag Silver Coating [ 10 , 65 ] 
Au Gold Coating [65] 
C Carbon Particles inclusion [65] 
Sn Tin Coating [65] 
Al Aluminium Coating [120] 
Cu Copper Coating [65] 
p-TSA Para-toluene sulfonic acid Coating [100] 
NaDBS Dodecylbenzenesulfonate Coating [100] 
- Wax CNT-structures guest material [127] 
PDDA Poly(diallyl dimethylammonium chloride) CNT-structures guest material [128] 
TPU Thermoplastic Polyurethane CNT-structures guest material [96] 
PVDF-co-HFP + TEA •BF4 Poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) + tetraethyl ammonium tetrafluoroborate Gel electrolyte [ 12 , 13 ] 
PVA + H 2 SO 4 Polyvinyl alcohol + Sulfuric acid Gel electrolyte [13] 
TBA •PF 6 Tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate Organic electrolyte [ 12 , 97 , 129 ] 
PEO-SO 3 Sulfonated Poly(ethylene Oxide) CNT-structures guest material [130] 




























T  substrate, fixing their ends with conductive epoxy on the pads
( Fig. 4 BI). PVDF has a negative piezoelectric coefficient, so positive
or negative electric fields cause respectively a shrinkage or elonga-
tion [132] . The suspended fibers showed an initial downward de-
formation due to gravity force, measured with a charge-coupled
device (CCD) sensor as the variation of downward flexion in the
central part of the fiber ( Fig. 4 BII). The authors reported a bias
in the data caused by the electrostatic attraction of the fiber to-
ward the pad. This side-effect was minimized by placing two iden-
tical electrodes symmetrically over the main ones ( Fig. 4 BIII). The
PVDF electrospun fibers showed about a two-time higher piezo-
electric coefficient compared to commercially available PVDF films.
This coefficient is directly proportional to the induced mechani-
cal strain. It was concluded that this improvement was due to the
fewer defects and smaller domain wall motion barrier in the PVDF
electrospun fibers. i  Only a few works investigated the properties of single fibers
ainly because of the challenging testing procedures according to
he dimensions of the fibers and the infinitesimal forces to be mea-
ured (from nN to a few μN [113] ). 
.2. Flat Mat actuators 
Trying to obtain a scaled up hierarchical complexity of their
ctuators, other researchers focused on the production of fibrous
ats. Preliminary works investigated commercially available wet
nd dry spun PAN fibers [ 126 , 133–135 ]. In [133] , an artificial mus-
le made of PAN fibers was activated through an electric field. This
ctivation was obtained bathing the structure in an aqueous solu-
ion of sodium chloride in contact with one of the two electrodes.
he local acidity of the solution changed near the electrode, imply-
ng the contraction or expansion of the artificial muscle depend-
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Fig. 4. Single fibers actuation. A) Optical microscope images of PAA nanofibers UV treated for 5 minutes and suspended between bars of a TEM grid at different pH values 
(adapted from [113] and reproduced with permission. Copyright 2012, The Royal Society of Chemistry): I) swollen fibers (pH = 8; scale bar = 20 μm); II) contracted fibers 
(pH = 3; scale bar = 20 μm). B) Piezoelectric actuation of PVDF nanofibers fixed between two aluminium contact pads (adapted from [132] and reproduced with permission. 
Copyright 2010, Elsevier B.V.): I) scheme of the electrostatic attraction forces between the nanofiber and aluminium pads; II) deformation of a PVDF fiber under positive 





























































t  ng on the polarity of the electric field. In a later study the au-
hors added two steps of annealing and chemical treatment to the
AN fibers, reaching a 100% strain during the activation [134] . The
orce dominating the contraction-expansion of PAN fibers were re-
orted to be mainly intermolecular Coulomb ones. Trying to in-
rease their conductivity, the muscle-inspired PAN fibers had also
een coated with platinum [126] . However, the contraction speed
as quite low, reaching a 40% contraction in 10 minutes. To in-
rease the ions/solvents diffusional processes that governs the PAN
ontraction, the contraction speed and the response time as well,
he electrospinning technique was adopted to produce mats of
AN nanofibers [108] . The same investigation was carried on in
 107 , 136 ], where the shape changes of PAN nanofibers in response
o a pH variation had been observed. The changes of the nanofibers
iameters were also measured in-situ with an environmental scan-
ing electron microscope (E-SEM) and an AFM. A variation of more
han 100% was observed [134] with an increase of the mean di-
meter of PAN nanofibers from 250 to 750 nm, after the con-
raction [ 107 , 136 ]. In [4] , to improve the overall actuator perfor-
ances, a biomimetic perspective was investigated, exploiting the
anoscale range and the higher molecular alignment within indi-
idual fibers to increase the Young’s modulus [ 137 , 138 ]. Electro-
pun PAN nanofibers were collected in randomly aligned mats and
hen annealed. Several stripes of the PAN mat were cut and di-
ided in three groups to be passively mechanically characterized
n different states: annealed, fully contracted (in a low pH solution)
nd fully expanded (in a high pH solution). Each category showed
ifferent values of ultimate stress and strain (i) annealed samples
.07 MPa at 8%; (ii) fully expanded 3.5 MPa at 42%; (iii) fully con-
racted 80 MPa at 125%. A composite actuator was then produced,
mbedding a graphite electrode sheet between two layers of elec-rospun PAN nanofibers. A 25% linear contraction in 1 minute was
bserved when electrically activated, with a maximum strain of
8.8%, an ultimate stress of 77.1 MPa, and a Young’s modulus of
.21 MPa [4] . 
Cellulose acetate combined with synthetic polymers is an
lternative strategy when prototyping contractile flat mats of
anofibers. An electrospun cellulose acetate-polyaniline (PANi) bio-
omposite membrane was proposed as soft-actuator in [106] ,
here the cellulose acetate fibers, embedded with chopped PANi
articles, were directly electrospun. Just a low amount of this
onductive polymer was sufficient to enhance the performance
f this cellulose-based biopolymer actuators [106] . The obtained
anofibers were collected in randomly oriented mats and placed
etween thin gold electrodes. The devices were electromechan-
cally tested with harmonic responses and current-voltage tests,
howing an electrically driven bending deformation. The entity of
he displacement was correlated with the amount of PANi inside
he cellulose-acetate nanofiber [106] . The contraction was not lin-
ar probably due to the random arrangement of the nanofibers. 
.3. Bundle and yarn structured artificial muscles 
Following the hierarchical structure exhibited by biological
keletal muscles, researchers investigated parallel (bundle) or
wisted (yarn) fibrous topologies, to enhance the actuation perfor-
ances. A bundle of 50 μm PET fibers, platinum coated, was pro-
uced through melt spinning [124] . The whole bundle was then
oated with an additional layer of PPy. Since this kind of actuator
eeds a liquid electrolyte, the bundle shape was chosen to facili-
ate the ion diffusion kinetics and to decrease the electrical resis-
ance, avoiding the limitations previously observed in PPy-film ac-































































































































s  tuators [139] . The device weight fraction, constituted by the active
component was then calculated, resulting in an increase from 0.3
of the double-sided laminated film (thickness = 100 μm; PPy coat-
ing thickness = 20 μm), to 0.64 of a bundle of PET platinum coated
fibers that occupies the equivalent area of the film. The mechanical
tests reported a maximum stress of 6.8 MPa. 
Bundles of PAN microfibers, coated with conductive platinum,
were produced in [140] . These bundles were used inside a chem-
ical electrolytic cell as an electrode and activated with a 10 V DC
power supply. A pH change in the vicinity of the PAN bundle elec-
trode was then observed, leading to a contraction of up to 100% of
the bundle within a few seconds. 
In another study [65] , the performances of seven different kinds
of actuators, produced starting from commercial yarns, were eval-
uated: spun yarns (of polyamide, silicon or cellulose) with car-
bon particles inclusion; polyamide silver coated; polyester yarn
wounded by a stainless-steel wire; polyester yarn double wounded
by a copper wire; gold coated polyester yarn. Finally, all these
yarns were coated with a conductive PPy layer. The actuation of
the yarns showed a linear contraction in a range of 0.01 – 0.1%
[65] . 
Other groups instead worked on the development of artificial
muscles based on CNTs, which is one of the most prolific fields.
Firstly, a novel method to obtain yarns of multiwalled carbon nan-
otubes (MWCNTs) was introduced, inserting a twist during their
drawing from the, so called, nanotube forest [141] ( Fig. 5 AI - II).
These yarns have shown to achieve ultimate stresses greater than
460 MPa with about 9% strain. In [142] , MWCNTs were used to
develop a soft actuator. The dependence of the actuation strain on
the applied voltage were quantified. A linear strain of 0.5% was ob-
tained in response to a 2.5 V electrical stimulus. This dependence
was found to be quadratic, whereas the Young’s modulus was in-
dependent from the applied load or voltage. A similar structure
was proposed in [129] , where a muscle-inspired electromechan-
ical actuator was produced with a twisted CNT yarn, filled with
an electrolyte (i.e. 0.2 M TBA •PF6 in acetonitrile). The yarn was
firstly obtained by harvesting and twisting MWCNTs from a nan-
otube forest. Then it was put, together with a counter electrode, in
the electrolyte bath with an applied voltage between the two elec-
trodes. For the electrochemical double-layer charge injection, the
yarn partially untwisted. The actuation performances showed a re-
versible maximum rotation of 41 full turns, corresponding to 3.4%
of the twist inserted in the actuating yarn length. However, the
linear maximum contraction was about 1%, far from the one ob-
served in skeletal muscles (i.e. 20-40% during physiological activi-
ties [ 143 , 144 ]). A slightly better contraction was obtained in [145] ,
by using left and right-handed fibrous yarns of similar twisted and
aligned MWCNTs, (diameter = 20 μm) ( Fig. 5 AII). These assemblies
were firstly actuated in air, obtaining reversible lengthwise con-
tractions up to 2% and rotatory torsions larger than 360 °. These re-
sults were equivalent for both left- and right-handed yarns. Their
rotations and contractions were quite fast ( < 0.4 s) and the devel-
oped stress reached 6 MPa during an isometric test onto a table-
top testing instrument. 
In [127] , a hybrid electrothermally powered MWCNTs yarn had
been produced, by exploiting the same strategy that spiders use
in Nature to eliminate uncontrolled spinning at the end of the
dragline. To damp unwanted dynamic oscillations, the yarn was
infiltrated with paraffin wax. Moreover, the wax, mixed with a
triblock copolymer, was characterized by a large thermally in-
duced volume change that can also enhance the yarn lengthwise
contraction when activated [146] . In a later work, the conductiv-
ity of MWCNTs was increased by depositing graphene flakes on
the MWCNTs sheets, during yarns production [125] . In this way,
the conductivity of the device increased to 9 ×10 4 S/m (from the
22 ×10 4 S/m of the pristine MWCNTs). As an alternative to CNTs, niobium nanowires were pro-
osed as high strength yarn-based artificial muscles [9] . To ex-
ract highly aligned niobium nanowires, copper had been etched
rom copper-niobium wires (diameter = 100 nm). These filaments
ere later twisted into yarns of different diameters and electro-
echanically characterized. The devices showed strong values of
ltimate strength (from 0.4 to 1.1 GPa), higher conductivity than
NTs (3 ×10 6 S/m versus 3 ×10 4 S/m) and mean tensile moduli of
bout 19 GPa. The electrical activation, with a pulse of 4.8 V, gen-
rated a maximum value of 1800 rpm, despite a tensile actuation
f only 0.24%, even lower than CNTs actuators [ 142 , 145 ]. 
The electrospinning technique was also proposed as a suitable
ool to produce bundles resembling the skeletal muscle myofibrils
nd myofibers. PU nanofibers coated with PANi were proposed in
61] . PU was chosen because of its rubbery and flexible nature in
rder to follow the contraction of PANi without blocking its actu-
tion. An axially aligned bundle was obtained with a gap collec-
or during the electrospinning process. The nanofibers were then
oated with a 260 nm thick layer of PANi, using an in-situ chemical
olymerization of aniline. The device was then tested with cyclic
oltammetry, showing a high electroactivity. Current-voltage (I-V)
lots were obtained, reporting 50 S/m of conductivity, that was
onsiderably higher compared to the pure PU nanofibrous bundle
1.76 ×10 −6 S/m). The electromechanical characterization revealed
 linear contraction of 1.65% at an applied stress of 1.03 MPa. The
undle could stably be actuated without significant creep, at an
pplied stress up to 2.263 MPa (linear strain of about 0.6%). The
ork per cycle was reported with an efficiency above 75% during
he actuation, even beyond 100 cycles. The device was also pas-
ively tested, reporting an ultimate strength of 35 MPa, higher than
he ultimate strength of a pure PU nanofibrous bundle (25 MPa). 
In [100] , the electromechanical actuation of electrospun silk
ber bundles was proposed to mimic the muscle fiber. Silk fibroin
as chosen due to its biocompatibility, as demonstrated in drug
elivery [147] and tissue engineering of similar hierarchical bio-
ogical structures [148] . Silk nanofibers were first electrospun on
 high-speed rotating drum collector in an aligned pattern; mats
ere later rolled up directly on the drum ( Fig. 5 BI) to obtain bun-
les with an average diameter of 20 0-50 0 μm ( Fig. 5 BII - III), the
ame order of magnitude of muscle fibers. The fibers then under-
ent sequential chemical and electrochemical polymerization to
ncrease the hydrophilicity of the fibers and the incorporation of
he conductive polymer. These processes also changed the colour
f the bundles ( Fig. 5 BII). Then, to form a silk-PPy interpenetrating
etwork, a PPy deposition was carried on in situ, soaking the bun-
les in a polymerization solution containing PPy and FeCl 3 . This
tep turned the bundles sufficiently conductive to be used as work-
ng electrodes for an additional conductive coating step, using p-
SA or NaDBS as dopants (or PEDOT as an alternative to PPy). The
esulting nanofibers exhibited conductivities in the order of 10 3 
/m. Using a square wave of ±2 V to actuate the devices, the bun-
les coated with PPy and doped with p-TSA achieved a maximum
tress of 400 kPa, in the same range of skeletal muscles. While
evices employing PEDOT showed higher stresses and relaxation
ates (0.12%/s), the PPy coated and doped with NaDBS showed the
ongest lifetime, being fully operational after 24 hours, but with a
tress generation capacity dropped to a fifth of the initial value.
owever, the maximum strain was still low when compared to
atural muscles, reaching maximum values of 1-2%. 
In [105] , a hierarchical self-assembly of photo-responsive am-
hiphilic MM [ 102 , 149–151 ] was proposed. This work relies on
n unpreceded amplification of motion, starting from the molec-
lar level over various length scales, up to a macroscopic con-
ractile movement of a hierarchical fibrous structure [105] . Ro-
ary MM were synthetized in such a way as they automatically
elf-assemble in a supramolecular unidirectional aligned system
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Fig. 5. Applications of fibrous bundles and yarns in the production of muscle-inspired soft-actuators. A) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image showing the production 
of a MWCNTs yarn obtained by twisting during drawing from a nanotube forest (adapted from [171] , reproduced with permission. Copyright 2010, Elsevier B.V.): I) overview 
(scale bar = 500 μm); II) zoom into the carbon nanotube yarn (scale bar = 250 μm). B) Electrospun silk fibroin electromechanically actuated bundles (adapted from [100] , 
reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of Chemistry): I) production by rolling up nanofibrous mats on a drum collector; II) different chemically 
treated bundles (scale bar = 50 μm); III) SEM image of a bundle cross-section (scale bar = 200 μm). C) Nanofibrous bundle actuated by means of photo responsive MM 
(adapted from [105] , reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature): I) Picture of a photo responsive molecular machine; II) self-assembly of molecules into 
nanofibers; III) assembly of nanofibers in axially aligned bundles; IV) image of a bundle before the application of the UV light (axial alignment = 0 °; scale bar = 5 mm); V) 












c  o form a nanofiber ( Fig. 5 CI). Then, the solution containing the
M was matched into an aqueous solution of calcium chloride
CaCl 2 ) with a pipette to automatically obtain a noodle-like bundle
f aligned nanofibers ( Fig. 5 CII - IV). This string, about 10 mm long
nd comprising 95% of water, was activated with a light source that
nduced the rotation of the rotary MM and, thus, the bending ofhe string toward the light source ( Fig. 5 CIII – VI). The macroscopic
ending of the string was caused by the orientational changes of
he bundles [105] . A 90 ° string bending was obtained in water af-
er 60 s of irradiation; to restore the string original conformation,
t was necessary to heat the water for 3 hours. A similar test was
arried on in air, with a 0.4 mg piece of paper attached to the end
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Fig. 6. Yarn configurations for linear and torsional actuators. A) Different methods of twist insertion during spinning of a MWCNT sheet. The cross section scheme of the yarn 
is shown in the inset (adapted [154] , reproduced with permission. Copyright 2002 Science Magazine): I) Fermat-type twist insertion (scale bar = 75 μm); II) Archimedean- 
type twist insertion (scale bar = 250 μm); III) Dual-Archimedean-type twist insertion (scale bar = 300 μm). B) Different muscle configuration using twisting, coiling and 
plying techniques (adapted from [14] , reproduced with permission. Copyright 2012 Science Magazine): I) two-end-tethered, fully coiled wax infiltrated homochiral muscle; 
II) two-end-tethered, half wax infiltrated, noncoiled homochiral muscle. A paddle, free to rotate, separates in the middle the infiltrated and the neat part of the device; III) 
one-end-tethered, fully wax infiltrated, 4-ply homochiral muscle; IV) two-end-tethered, fully wax infiltrated, 2-ply heterochiral muscle. The paddle, free to rotate, separates in 





































I  of the string. After irradiation, the device was able to bend of 65 °
in 60 s, lifting the paper. Even if the proposed actuator involves a
bending motion, which is far from one of the topics of this review,
it is interesting to note that in this case the basic actuating units
are the molecules themselves. These MM firstly self-assemble in
aligned systems to form nanofibers and finally were grouped to-
gether producing a bundle-like hierarchical structure. 
5.4. Coiled and/or plied structured artificial muscles 
The amount of contractive strains and actuating forces is par-
ticularly critic for muscle-inspired actuators. To overcome these
problems, researchers adopted techniques such as twisting, coil-
ing, and plying [ 16 , 152 ]. A coiled structure is obtained by over-
twisting a single yarn, while twisting several yarns together leads
to a plied assembly. These types of actuators can produce force
through torsional motion [153] or linear contraction. In this review,
for the reasons presented above, only the studies belonging to the
latter category will be described. In [14] , a guest-filled MWCNT
yarn actuator was designed. The need of an electrolyte (with a
counter-electrode and a packaging) is another common drawbackf these devices [ 129 , 142 ]. In [14] , the actuating guest (i.e., paraffin
ax) between MWCNTs was incorporated in both solid and molten
tate to avoid this limitation. The volume expansion of the wax
rove the actuation (about 20%, while the temperature increases
rom 30 °C to 90 °C). Wax was not extruded from the porous yarn
ue to the high interfacial energies arising at the nanoscale [14] .
his guest confinement inside the nanoscale pores of the MWCNT
arn was intended to avoid hydraulic and external heating sys-
ems. These hybrid yarns contained up to 99% in weight of the
uest substance without losing the flexibility and the properties of
he CNT host structure [13] . Furthermore, in [14] , many different
tructures had been proposed, starting from the harvesting of the
WCNT sheets from the CNT forest. During the twist insertion of
he sheets to form the yarn ( Fig. 5 AI), the paraffin wax was even-
ually inserted with the biscrolling technique. To incorporate the
ax into the yarns, the sheets were twisted in different-shaped
tructures depending on the desired application [14] . The typical
arn-guest structures are known as Fermat, Archimedean and dual-
rchimedean scrolls and originates by the twist movement that is
mparted to the sheets during the yarn production [154] ( Fig. 6 AI-
II). Furthermore, homochiral and heterochiral structures had been




































































































































[  roposed ( Fig. 6 BI-IV) [14] . The latter were obtained by inserting
 paddle in the middle of the yarns: in this way, one half was
wisted in the opposite direction of the second half. A coiled dual-
rchimedean neat (without wax) yarn was firstly tested by heating,
howing a 7.3% contraction under 3.8 MPa of applied stress. The
ontractile work capability (scaled on the yarn weight) was 0.16
J/kg. A two-end-tethered coiled Fermat wax-filled yarn was ther-
oelectrically activated with a square wave stimulus of 18.3 V/cm
t 20 Hz. The devices showed for 1.4 million cycles a tensile con-
raction of 3% at a rate of 1200 cycles/minute, lifting 17700 times
heir own weight. A fast passive cooling of 25 ms was necessary
etween cycles. The same device was then optimized by increas-
ng the electrical stimulation at 32 V/cm, reaching the capability to
ift 1750 0 0 times its own weight, a contractile work of 0.836 kJ/kg,
nd a power output of 27.9 kW/kg, which was 85 times the peak
alue for mammalian skeletal muscles (0.323 kW/kg). As a draw-
ack, a decreased life cycle of the device had been reported. To
ptimize the level of coiling of the actuators, an investigation was
arried on yarns having different levels of inserted twists [14] . A
oiled Fermat yarn with an intermediate twist (3990 turns/minute)
howed a maximum contraction of 5.6% was observed with a 5.7
Pa of applied stress. Increasing the twist insertion by 6.8% (4263
urns/minute) resulted also in an increment of the maximum con-
raction (16.4 MPa at 5.1% strain) and of the contractile work (1.36
J/kg at 84 MPa). Conversely, the reduction of the twist insertion
y 41% eliminated the coiling, thus reducing the maximum con-
raction at 0.7% and the contractile work to 0.31 kJ/kg. A partially
oiled dual-Archimedean yarn produced a 10% of contraction at 5.5
Pa of applied stress. This improvement was achieved by increas-
ng the yarn diameter of about 13 times; as drawbacks the cooling
ime increased to 2.5 s and, thus, the contractile power lowered to
.12 kW/kg. A two-handed-tethered homochiral Fermat yarn, half
ax impregnated and half not (separated in the middle by a pad)
as also tested. When thermoelectrically activated, the actuator
as able to rotate the paddle at 11500 rpm, first in one direction
hen in reverse. The device showed a high life cycle, due to the si-
ultaneous twisting of the unactuated half during the untwisting
f the actuating half (the unactuated half acted as a torsional re-
urn spring [127] ) ( Fig. 6 BIV). Furthermore, the same work showed
ow the wax infiltration and the coiling increased the tensile con-
raction of yarns as well as how the reversibility of the actuation
as greatly enhanced by having a sufficient twist to cause coiling
14] . 
A similar guest-filled hybrid CNT torsional and linear yarns
ere proposed in [13] . The peculiarity of these actuators was the
olid gel electrolyte (PVDF- co -HFP based TEA •BF 4 ) in which they
ere embedded. These actuators were electrochemically driven, a
ethod used to increase the efficiency compared to electrother-
al activation [13] . A MWCNT sheet was pulled from a forest and
 twist was inserted to produce yarns with a high oriented fi-
rous structure ( Fig. 7 AI and II). To produce torsional actuators,
wo yarns were firstly embedded in the gel electrolyte and, sub-
equently, were plied together in a two-ply (2-ply) mechanically
oupled assembly, using opposite directions of twist ( Fig. 7 AIII).
he two yarns were then used as anode and cathode. A square-
ave stimulation of 2.5 to 5 V resulted in a reversible torsional
troke of 14-53 °/mm with a minor hysteresis. Conversely, the linear
ctuators were obtained using two fully coiled yarns ( Fig. 7 AIV).
hese two coiled yarns (i.e., anode and cathode) were simultane-
usly infiltrated and coated with an aqueous solid gel electrolyte
PVA in sulfuric acid) and plied together in a 2-ply artificial mus-
le ( Fig. 7 AV). A linear contraction of 0.52% was obtained, applying
 square wave of 1V (at an applied stress of 11 MPa). Other trials
n the same work [13] obtained 1.3% contraction at 10.1 MPa with
 stimulation of 2.5 V. While it was quite fast (about 1 s) to ob-
ain the first 1% of contraction, the stimulation needed to achievets maximum contraction was quite longer (about 20 s). Unlike the
lectrothermally powered artificial muscles, these devices did not
equire any further energy input to maintain the contraction. 
Another actuation method, with solvents and vapours, was em-
loyed in [109] to drive helical CNTs artificial muscles ( Fig. 7 B).
sing the dry-spinning technique, MWCNTs were drawn from a
orest to form a yarn (named primary fiber; diameter = 15 μm)
 Fig. 7 BI). Twenty yarns were then plied together in a 2-levels hi-
rarchical structure ( Fig. 7 BII)., later over-twisted to became fully
oiled (3-levels hierarchical structure) ( Fig. 7 BIII). These structures
ere made with different helical angles: 0 °, 8 °,16 °, and 32 °, us-
ng a left-handed twisting. The 3-levels structures were then ex-
osed to a polar solvent, an ethanol droplet, showing a rapid
eversible contraction (about 0.5 s) able to last for 30 cycles
 Fig. 7 BIV and VI). The contractive peak stress of 1.5 MPa was
eached with the 32 ° helical angle 3- levels structures. This actua-
or rotated at 6361 rpm, resulting capable of 738 turns/mm of the
uscle length. The maximum linear contraction was about 10%.
he total work density calculated, including rotatory and contrac-
ion outputs, was 26.7 J/kg. The response rate was further inves-
igated, reporting a contractive strain rate of 340%/s [109] . The 2-
evels structure was also tested (without coiling) using the ethanol
roplet, showing an excessive irreversible untwisting, confirming
hat the coiling process enhanced the reversibility of the actuation
 Fig. 7 BIV andV). The 3-levels structure, instead, was shaped into a
pring with a left-handed chirality, showing up to a contraction of
9% when activated through the narrowing to a liquid surface of
ichloromethane ( Fig. 7 BVII to 7BIX). Finally, many 3-levels struc-
ures were woven in a net that, when sprayed with ethanol, was
apable to lift a ball 100 times heavier than the net itself for 4.5
m within milliseconds. For comparison, a single-ply helical fiber
SHF) actuator was produced over-twisting (plying) directly 20 lay-
rs of MWCNT sheets [109] . Even if the generated stress, once
ctivated with ethanol, was similar to the 3-level structure, the
tress rate was three times lower and the efficiency of the actuator
arkedly decreased after 15 cycles due to partial untwisting of the
oils. The rotation speed was of 760 rpm, with 223 turns/mm of
he muscle length. The responsiveness and the strain rate were 6.7
nd 11.3 slower than the 3-levels structure. These differences were
xplained with the higher capacity of the solvent to infiltrate in the
icroscale gaps in the 3-levels structure, which were absent in the
HF actuators. Both types instead showed nanoscale gaps between
NTs [109] . 
In a later study, a 2-ply structure ( Fig. 7 CI and II) was infiltrated
y an organic electrolyte (TBA •PF 6 dissolved in propylene carbon-
te) [12] . When activated with a pulse of -3.5 V (20 s long), re-
eated every 40 s, the obtained contraction was 16.5% ( Fig. 7 CIII)
maximum work density = 2.2KJ/Kg). Moreover, to avoid their im-
ersion in an electrolyte bath, two parallel identical 2-ply coiled
athode-anode yarns were coated with a gel electrolyte made of
EA •BF 4 in PVDF- co -HFP ( Fig. 7 CIV and V). Actuating this device,
he maximum contraction (11.6%) was obtained with an applied
tress ranging from 12 to 30 MPa. The maximum work density was
.12 kJ/kg, obtained at 45 MPa. Finally, to increase the hierarchi-
al complexity, an all-solid-state artificial muscle with a braided
ore anode and a braided sheath cathode, both woven using four
trands of the 2-ply coiled yarns, was fabricated ( Fig. 7 CVI) [12] .
he anode and cathode were then embedded in a gel electrolyte
PVDF- co -HFP containing TEA •BF 4 ) . When driven by a square wave
f 5V at 0.1Hz square wave, the muscle showed a 5% contrac-
ion with an applied stress of 24 MPa. Since the contraction was
artially inhibited by the coils contact, the tensile contraction in-
reased with the load until the coil were separated [12] . In order
o analyse the mechanical behaviour of the hierarchical helical ac-
uators, a theoretical model, focused on the CNTs, was proposed in
155] . The properties of a two-level multi-ply CNT structure were
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Fig. 7. Muscle-inspired plied and coiled soft-actuators. A) SEM images of different hierarchical assemblies (adapted with permission from [13] , Copyright 2014, American 
Chemical Society): I) aligned CNTs on a yarn surface (scale bar = 1 μm); II) CNTs yarn of twisted nanofibers (scale bar = 20 μm); III) two twisted CNTs yarns (2-ply yarn) 
(scale bar = 60 μm); IV) single ply coiled CNTs yarn (scale bar = 60 μm); V) 2-ply coiled CNTs yarns (scale bar = 100 μm). B) Different applications of CNTs twisted and 
plied yarns soft-actuators (adapted from [109] , images reproduced with permission. Copyright 2015, Springer Nature): I) CNTs yarn of aligned nanofibers (scale bar = 10 μm); 
II) twenty CNTs yarns twisted together (scale bar = 30 μm) until the over twist causes III) coiling (scale bar = 30 μm); IV) scheme of the contractive and rotary actuations 
of twisted or plied CNTs yarns. A copper paddle with a mass fixed at the end of the assemblies generated contractive and rotary forces simultaneously, when in contact 
with the solvent. V) The Twenty yarns twisted together in II) are progressively aligned by the contact with the solvent (scale bar = 40 μm); VI) the coiled structure in III) 
appears tightened by the contact with the solvent (scale bar = 100 μm); VII) schematic representation of a plied CNTs spring interacting at a distance (d) with a solvent; VIII) 
progressively self-contraction of the plied spring at a distance d = 5 cm and IX) d = 4 cm (scale bars = 2 cm). C) Electrochemically actuated CNTs muscle-inspired structures 
(adapted from [12] , reproduced with permission. Copyright 2017, John Wiley and Sons): I) coiled CNTs yarn (scale bar = 200 μm); II) 2-ply CNTs yarn (scale bar = 500 μm); 
III) assembly actuation and shortening when immersed in liquid; IV) parallel pair of 2-ply coiled yarn coated with a solid gel electrolyte; V) cross-sectional schematics of the 
actuation mechanism of a 2-ply coiled all-solid-state actuator; VI) example of a braided muscle made from four 2-ply coiled yarns (red = cathode, green = anode, blue = gel 
electrolyte). D) Fishing line-based artificial Nylon 6,6 muscles (adapted from [111] , images reproduced with permission. Copyright 2014, The American Association for the 
Advancement of Science): I) optical microscope images of a fiber (scale bar = 300 μm); II) the fiber after coiling by over twist insertion; III) a two-ply muscle formed from 
the coil; IV) a hierarchical textile braid formed from several two-ply, coiled, fibers; V) a coil formed by inserting twist in a fiber thermally annealed (scale bar = 1.5 mm) 
and coiling it around a mandrel; VI) helically wrapping a fiber with a forest-drawn CNTs sheet; VII) SEM images of a CNTs-wrapped fiber (scale bar = 75 μm) before and 











l  modelled to compare it with its bundle counterpart, concluding
that the mechanical behaviour of the two-level structure can be
controlled tuning features such as the CNTs handedness, number
and initial helical angle of its plies. 
A hybrid CNT-guest artificial muscle was designed in [128] , us-
ing humidity changes or contact with water as actuation principles.WCNT sheets were drawn from a nanotube forest and then im-
ersed in the guest substance PDDA. After withdrawal from the
olution, the sheets were twisted to form a wrinkled yarn, with
700 turn/m of inserted twist, and then coiled. Upon activation,
he yarn undergoes dimensional changes (like increased diameter,
inear contraction and yarn untwist), enhanced by the guest sub-





































































































































tance [156] . The linear contraction capacity of this muscle resulted
nsensitive to both the water pH and temperature but depended
n the applied stress. The authors obtained a 14.3% of contrac-
ion with an applied isobaric stress of 22.5 MPa, and a work ca-
acity of 2.17 kJ/kg with a strain rate of 3.95%/s. At 0.54 MPa of
pplied stress the contraction reached 78%. When increasing the
uscle diameter from 50 to 150 μm, using 21 MPa of applied
tress, the yarns kept almost the same contraction (about 15%)
nd work capacity (about 1.9 kJ/kg) but decreased the strain rate
0.46%/s). 
In general, during the actuation of twisted/coiled CNTs mus-
les, it is challenging to measure separately “but simultaneously”
he linear strain along the yarn and the diameter change. To over-
ome this lack (and to better understand the whole actuation dy-
amic) an experimental setup was proposed in [157] , employing a
aser scan micrometer for a real-time data collection. In this work,
wo different artificial muscles were prepared: a neat CNT yarn ob-
ained with a direct twist insertion on MWCNT sheets, and a hy-
rid CNT yarn with paraffin wax as guest material. When actuated,
he system was able to measure a marked diameter change (about
0%) and a low axial strain (0.3%) for the neat yarn, while a minor
iameter change (4%) and an improved axial strain (up to 2%) for
he hybrid one. 
CNT composite yarn-based muscles were investigated by elec-
rothermal activation in [96] , in which TPU had been used as
uest material. A continuous CNT yarn was harvested by twist-
ng MWCNTs from a nanotube forest and later immersed in a
PU/Dimethylformamide solution (i.e. 15% wt) for one hour. Four
arns were then plied together obtaining a 4-ply assembly. These
tructures were over-twisted into coiled yarns, annealed (with the
wo ends tethered) at 120 ° in a vacuum oven and subjected to sev-
ral contraction cycles as training, to enhance their strain and re-
over ability. Once electrically activated, a maximum contraction of
3.8% in 5 s was obtained. The maximum contraction was achieved
ith an applied stress of 3 MPa, which resulted in a specific work
apacity of 78.6 J/kg. Conversely, the maximum contractive stress
chieved was 33 MPa, during a contraction of 3.6%, showing also a
aximum work capacity of 547 J/kg [96] . 
A tethering-free twist-stable production method for CNT yarn
ad been proposed in [11] . Tensional tethering is generally needed
o avoid excessive untwist of the muscle structures. Firstly, the au-
hors prepared a CNT yarn from MWCNT sheets and over-twisted
t into a fully coiled structure. The two ends were fixed closely to
orm a u-shaped yarn and a weight was hung in its central part:
n this way, the yarn self-plied into a twist-stable double-plied
arn. Moreover, this process maximized the linear strain lowering
ear to zero the torsional stroke. When chemically activated with
 droplet of acetone, the muscle showed a maximum contraction
f 13.3% at an applied stress of 4.8 MPa with almost null rotation.
he first 7% of contraction was obtained in 0.5 s and, to reach a
ontraction of 13.3%, it took additional 4 s (restoring time = 5.5 s).
ith an applied stress of 2.24 MPa, the contraction fell to 0.15%.
he applied stress separated the coils making space for contrac-
ion that was, at low stresses, almost impaired. The maximum spe-
ific work of 847.2 J/kg was obtained at an applied stress of 9 MPa
about 8% contraction) [11] . 
In order to overcome drawbacks of the CNT guest filled yarn ac-
uators, like the expensiveness and the difficulty to be activated in
heir entire volume, a sheath-run artificial muscle was proposed
130] . The authors developed a muscle in which the guest that
rives the actuation is composed by a polymeric sheath that sur-
ounds a twisted or coiled core. The goal was to avoid the re-
uced mechanical power output, caused by the limited chemical
nd transport times to access the volume of the yarn. CNT cores
ere employed to design linear actuators, coating them with a
EO-SO 3 or PU sheath. Upon activation, triggered by ethanol ab-orption, the actuator with PEO-SO 3 sheath showed a maximum
ontraction of about 15% at an applied stress of 33 MPa, and a
aximum work capacity of 2 J/g at an applied stress of 65Mpa.
he actuators with the PU sheath were electrothermally activated,
howing about 13% of contraction at 42 MPa of applied stress. The
aximum power density reported was about 1.35 J/g at 55MPa. To
emonstrate the possibility to replace the CNT yarns of the core
ith an inexpensive material, commercial Nylon 6,6 fibers were
mployed in a form of coiled bundle, covered with a CNT sheath.
his structure was electrochemically activated in a 0.2 M TBA •PF6
PC electrolyte, reporting up to a 20% of contraction at 10 MPa of
pplied stress and a maximum 2.3 J/g work capacity at about 50
Pa. 
Some works also proposed a new concept of inexpensive high-
trength artificial muscles, usually referred as twisted and coiled
olymers (TCP) muscles, obtained from twist insertion of poly-
er fibers used for fishing line or sewing thread [ 111 , 158 , 159 ].
n [111] , commercially available PET and Nylon 6,6 microfibers
ere used, usually obtained through a melt spinning [160] .
hese fibers showed a large volumetric thermal expansion and
nisotropy, caused by the flexible and highly oriented polymer
hains, achieved during the spinning process [111] . Starting from
ylon 6,6 fibers ( Fig. 7 DI), an over twist was applied to obtain a
ully coiled structure ( Fig. 7 DII). Once activated, to let the mus-
les contract, a load was needed to firstly separate the coils, which
ame in contact each other during the full coiling process. More-
ver, to avoid untwist, two of these yarns were plied together
 Fig. 7 DIII). These Nylon 6,6 artificial muscles were activated by
eating them from 20 ° to 240 °C. Keeping a static load of 7.5 MPa,
he coiled Nylon 6,6 actuators reached a contraction of 17% at
30 °C. Then the adjacent coils touched and, with further heating,
he muscle began to slowly elongate. The structure also showed
 steep stiffening upon the coils contact, suggesting the possibil-
ty to obtain tuneable-stiffness muscles [111] . In order to maxi-
ize the muscle contraction, the authors also investigated the low-
st applied stress to prevent inter-coil contact, showing a 22% of
ontraction at 22 MPa of applied stress. A 1.55 mm diameter coil
as also proposed, made by inserting a twist in a Nylon 6,6 fiber
 Fig. 7 DI) and coiling it around a mandrel, with a final thermal an-
ealing ( Fig. 7 DV). Once activated, this structure showed a 49% of
ontraction with 1 MPa of applied stress. A braid ( Fig. 7 DIV), made
rom 32 two-ply coiled Nylon 6,6 yarns, was used as a sheath of
 heating element, delivering a 16.4% of contraction once heated,
apable to lift a load of 630 g. In order to study the electrother-
al activation, a conductive MWCNT sheet was wrapped around
 Nylon 6,6 fiber ( Fig. 7 DVI-VII) that was later coiled ( Fig. 7 DVIII).
his device was able to produce a contraction of 10% with a 22
Pa applied load. In the same work, PET muscles were also inves-
igated, reaching lower contractions (up to 16%) due to the infe-
ior melting temperature. However, PET coiled structures showed
igher modulus and strength compared to Nylon 6,6 ones, making
ET actuators suitable for lifting heavy loads with increased energy
fficiency [111] . 
Later, the same polymer was employed to realize surface-
odified twisted and coiled artificial muscles [10] . A PET fiber was
wisted and coiled using a rotating applied load, then thermally
nnealed and trained using a different load. Finally, the assemblies
ere subjected to 10 heating-cooling cycles. Once thermally acti-
ated, the maximum contraction was investigated at different load-
ng conditions, showing a maximum contraction of 8.6% with 500
 of applied load. Then, in the same work, another actuator using
urface-modified PET fibers was proposed [10] : the PET yarn ac-
uator, previously described, underwent a silver coating process to
orm an electrically conductive layer. The device was then activated
hrough Joule heating, achieving a maximum contraction of 12.1%
t 6V of applied voltage. 

























f  In order to introduce a strain self-sensing ability within a TCP
actuator, in [161] the authors integrated a stretchable optome-
chanical film sensor into a TCP actuator based on Nylon 6.6 and
Ag commercial fibers. Once activated by electrical stimulation, the
actuator contraction gradually increases, leading to a colorimet-
ric change of the sensor. The maximum contraction (33.3%) was
achieved at 80 mA, with a developed force of 1.39 N. 
Chemically cross-linked PEVA, a shape memory polymer (SMP),
was also chosen to realize a coiled artificial muscle [120] . PEVA
was melt extruded to form a precursor microfiber that was later
wrapped by a Teflon tape and then by an aluminium foil. The
PEVA-wire so obtained was then over-twisted to form a coiled arti-
ficial muscle. This structure and the neat straight PEVA microfiberTable 4 
Structure, activation type, mechanical performances, and materials of reviewed artificial m
Structure Activation Maximum achieved Stress Maximum achieved con
Single Fiber Chemical 230 kPa 24 % 
Piezoelectrical - - 
Flat Mat Electrical - 25 % 
Electrical - - 
Chemical - 100 % 
Chemical - 100 % 





Electrical 6.8 MPa - 
Electrical - 100 % 
Light - - 
Yarn Electrical - 0.01 % 
Electrical - 0.12 % 
Electrical - 0.05 % 
Electrical - 0.06 % 
Electrical - 0.05 % 
Electrical - 0.03 % 
Electrical - 0.02 % 
Electrical - 0.5 % 
Electrical - 1 % 
Electrical 6 MPa 2 % 
Electrical - - 
Electrical - - 
Electrical - - 
Electrical - 0.24 % 
Coiled/Plied Electrical 84 MPa 7.3 % 
Electrical 11 MPa 1.3 % 
Electrical - 16.5 % 
Electrical 45 MPa 11.6 % 
Electrical 24 MPa 5 % 
Electrical 33 MPa 13.8 % 
Electrical 22 Mpa 10 % 
Electrical - 33.3 % 
Electrical 50 MPa 20 % 
Electrical - 44.1% 
Chemical 1.5 MPa 59 % 
Chemical 22.5 MPa 78 % 
Chemical - 2 % 
Chemical - 38 % 
- 16.6 % 
- 16.6 % 
Chemical - < 1% 
Chemical - 35 % 
Chemical 9 MPa 13.3 % 





Thermal - 12.1 % 
Thermal 0.55 MPa 68 % 
Thermal - 80 % 
Thermal 55 MPa 13 % 
Thermal - 87% 
Thermal - - 
Thermal 2.5 MPa 5.1 % 
Thermal 22.6 MPa 5 % ere tested at the constant applied stress of 0.38 MPa and 0.55
Pa respectively, both activated by heating them from 20 °C to
0 °C. The neat PEVA fiber showed a maximum contraction of 19%,
hereas the coiled structure 68%. 
In another work the researchers investigated a twisted and
oiled tensile actuator made of GO-based fibers with infiltrated Ny-
on 6,6 polymer, obtained with wet spinning [119] . The tensile ac-
uation was driven by a volume expansion of the Nylon 6,6 once
eated, whereas GO maintained a structural integrity at tempera-
ures over the melting point of Nylon 6,6. The authors proposed
oth reversible contracting and elongating actuators, depending on
he chirality imparted to the coiled GO-Nylon yarns (homochiral
or contraction and heterochiral for elongation). When heated fromuscles. 
traction Main Material Coating/additive/Guest material Reference 
PAA - [131] 
PVDF - [132] 
PAN - [4] 
Cellulose PANi particles [106] 
PAN - [134] 
PAN - [ 107 , 136 ] 
PU PANi [61] 
Silk PPy + p-TSA [100] 
PPy + NaDBS 
PEDOT + NaDBS 
PET - Pt PPy [139] 
PAN PANi - PPy [ 126 , 140 ] 
Molecular motors - [105] 
PA + C PPy [65] 
Silicon + C PPy [65] 
PA Ag + PPy [65] 
Cellulose + C PPy [65] 
PES + Inox PPy [65] 
PES + Cu/Sn PPy [65] 
PES Au + PPy [65] 
MWCNTs - [142] 
MWCNTs - [129] 
MWCNTs - [145] 
MWCNTs Paraffin Wax [127] 
MWCNTs Paraffin Wax [146] 
MWCNTs GO [125] 
Nb - [9] 
MWCNTs Paraffin Wax [14] 
MWCNTs PVDF- co -HFP based TEA •BF 4 [13] 
MWCNTs TBA •PF 6 in propylene carbonate [12] 
MWCNTs TEA •BF 4 in PVDF- co -HFP [12] 
MWCNTs TEA •BF 4 in PVDF- co -HFP [12] 
MWCNTs TPU [96] 
Nylon 6,6 MWCNTs [111] 
Nylon 6,6 + Ag - [161] 
Nylon 6,6 MWCNTs [130] 
Nylon 6,6 + SMA - [162] 
MWCNTs - [ 60 , 109 ] 
MWCNTs PDDA [128] 
MWCNTs Paraffin Wax [157] 
Wool - [121] 
Cotton 
Flax 
Cotton - [122] 
Viscose - [123] 
MWCNTs - [11] 
MWCNTs PEO-SO 3 [130] 
Nylon 6,6 - [111] 
PET 
PET Ag [10] 
PEVA PTFE / Al [120] 
GO Nylon 6,6 [119] 
MWCNTs PU [130] 
Polyethylene - [116] 
Spandex - [118] 
Nylon 6,6 - [164] 
Zirconia - [117] 






























































































































0 °C to 200 °C, the muscles showed up to 80% of linear contraction
r a 75% elongation, depending on the chirality. The actuation was
eversible, and the devices resulted capable to lift over 100 times
heir own weight. 
More recently, in [116] , the authors used ultrahigh molecular
eight polyethylene (UHMWPE) xerogel fibers, manufactured by
xtrusion. The coiled artificial muscle thus developed could be
hermally activated by exploiting the shape memory effect, reach-
ng maximum contractions of 87%. 
To further implement biomimicry, in [118] a system of actuators
onsisting of two twisted and coiled bundles of Spandex (a com-
ercial fiber based on polyurethane) capable of reproducing the
unctioning of an antagonistic pair of muscles such as the bicep
nd the triceps, was developed. To demonstrate their functionality,
he authors also designed a robotic arm driven by these actuators
nd a validation system. 
The twisting, coiling, and plying techniques were also used with
any other materials to produce linear actuators. For example,
atural fibers such as wool, cotton, and flax had been investi-
ated to design miniature linear actuators [121] . These materials
re highly anisotropic in response to moisture contact. These fibers
ere firstly twisted in yarns, then over-twisted into coiled struc-
ures. The devices were finally treated with surfactants to improve
heir wettability. These cotton-made actuators produced a maxi-
um contraction of 16.6% (applied load = 20 g) and a maximum
ork capacity of 200 J/kg, using an applied load of 200 g (linear
ontraction = 7%). The wool-made actuators achieved a maximum
ontraction of 38% (applied load = 12 g) and a maximum work
apacity of 190 J/kg, using an applied load of about 60 g (linear
ontraction = 15%). Finally, the flax muscles reached a maximum
ontraction of 16.6% (applied load = 15 g) and a maximum work
apacity of 45 J/kg employing an applied load of 60 g (linear con-
raction = 17%). 
Cotton was also used for a moisture-sensitive artificial muscle
n [122] . Despite a reported torsional stroke of 42.55 °/mm and a
otational speed of 720 rpm, this actuator showed only a slight lin-
ar contraction < 1%. 
Trying to produce a cheap actuator, in [123] the authors pro-
osed a device made with fibers originating from natural sources,
he viscose. This water responsive coil-shaped artificial muscle
ould generate a contraction of 35 %. 
In [162] , the focus was on the improvement and simplifica-
ion of a nylon TCP muscle activation system. Trying to avoid the
omplex control for the heating and cooling of a TCP muscle, the
uthors proposed a shape memory alloy to mutate the activation
echanism into electrical. Several different specimens were pro-
uced, both twisting nylon line on a SMA wire or twisting and
oiling them together. These muscles showed a contractive strain
p to 44.1 %, driving up to 3.43 N of loads and providing 6.77 W/m
f power density. In a later work [163] , an array muscle for a soft
nger with a variable stiffness was also produced. 
The electrospinning technique was also applied to produce
oiled and/or plied artificial muscles. A new multi-responsive
oiled yarn of Nylon 6,6, driven by solvents and heating, was de-
igned by [164] . The structure was manually produced over twist-
ng a non-woven, randomly aligned, electrospun mat up to the for-
ation of the coiled structure. Through solvent activation, the au-
hors obtained a rotational actuator, suggesting capillary force nar-
owing as the activation mechanism. Through heating, instead, the
ctuator showed a shortening (up to 5.1% under a load that was
380 times its weight) caused by the thermal expansion of Ny-
on 6,6. The reported work capacity was up to 34.5 J/Kg while the
aximum stress achieved was 2.5 MPa under a 1880 loading ratio.
Later, in [117] , an electrospun artificial muscle suitable for oper-
ting at high temperatures was proposed by using coiled yarns of
hape-memory ceramic nanofibers (SMC). Mats of zirconia-basedanofibers were wrapped around a glass rod, resulting in SMC
pring. Thanks to their shape memory, the authors obtained con-
ractions up to 5%, with reduced recovery time (0.16 s) through
hermal activation. The maximum stress obtained was 14.5-22.6
Pa, with a work density of about 15-20 KJ /m 3 . These structures
ave also proved to be very resistant to breakage, reaching values
etween 100 and 200 MPa. 
Some of the actuators presented in this section have also
ound early applications as prototypes of artificial muscles. Given
heir low cost and ease of production, TCP muscles are the
ost widespread, with examples of use in robotic hand grasping
 16 , 165–167 ] or artificial muscle systems designed to imitate the
rinciples of recruitment and variable stiffness [ 168,172 ]. For this
ype of muscles some mathematical models [169] have also been
roposed in order to obtain valid tools for the design and control
f these actuators ( Table 4 ). 
. Conclusions and future perspectives 
The topic of the fibrous soft-actuators production is extremely
hallenging in the smart materials research field. Skeletal muscle
s a valid example of how the evolution led to a perfectly bal-
nced actuator by exploiting at best both a hierarchical fibrous
tructure and the assembly and scaling up of nanometric linear ac-
uators, the sarcomeres. Giving a comprehensive overview on the
tate-of-the-art for these fibrous actuators, this review underlined
hat, to date, the principal focus of researchers was to magnify
heir contractile properties. To reach this goal, various solutions
ere investigated, mainly through polymeric materials and CNTs.
everal actuation mechanisms such as chemical, electrochemical,
hotochemical, thermal or electrothermal were employed. Com-
ining these mechanisms with the classical textile manufacturing
echniques (i.e. bundling, yarning, braiding, knitting or waving) or
roducing spring-like assemblies (i.e. coiled or plied), researchers
ave demonstrated the possibility to enhance the actuators linear
ontraction, with extremely promising outcomes. However, despite
hese encouraging results, no works still have proposed a proper
iomimetic fabrication strategy, able to achieve a linear contrac-
ion, while closely biomimicking also the hierarchical fibrous struc-
ure of the natural muscles. Clearly, this would be a paradigm shift
or the soft robotic research field, to achieve all the features that
ade skeletal muscles so successful: their perfectly balanced me-
hanical properties, their softness and most of all their linear ac-
uation. This last attribute confers them extreme scalability and
odularity, fine tuning on the control of the contraction and the
tiffness, the possibility to detach the force application point and
 reduced clutter. These properties, from our point of view, can
resumably be reached only through the faithful reproduction of
keletal muscles hierarchical morphology from the nano- up to the
acro-scale. 
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